Russian Music on Monitor Compact Discs...

RUSSIAN FOLK DANCES of the Moiseyev Dance Co.
21 Instrumental Selections by various Folk Instrument Groups.
MCD 71310

PLAY BALALAIKA PLAY: The Polyanka Russian Gypsy Orchestra
(Vocals & Instrumentals)
MCD 61371

RUSSIAN EASTER LITURGY: The Russian Orthodox Cathedral Choir of Paris (Spassky).
MCD 71441

MOISEYEV DANCE ENSEMBLE: In their most exciting repertoire.
MCD 61451

RUSSIAN SACRED CHORAL MASTERPIECES: The Russian Cathedral Choir of Paris conducted by P.V. Spassky in works by Tchaikovsky, Lvov, Borfinansky, Rachmaninov, Kastalsky, Arkhangeskly, Gretchaninoff.
MCD 61468

SOVIET ARMY CHORUS & BAND: 19 Folk, Popular & Classical Selections.
MCD 61500

A TREASURY OF RUSSIAN GYPSY SONGS: Marusia Sings 27 Gypsy Songs with Sergei Kratkov, guitar.
MCD 71565

MOSCOW NIGHTS: 20 Popular Russian Hits (Vocals)
MCD 61590

RUSSIAN ROMANTIC SONGS: Yulya Sings Russian Folk & Popular Songs
MCD 71597

BALALAIKA: The Andreyev Balalaika Ensemble (Instrumentals).
MCD 61713

RUSSIAN DANCES: The Kauriga Balalaika Ensemble in Instrumentals
MCD 71789

RUSSIAN FAVORITES: The Kovriga Balalaika Orchestra (Instrumentals).
MCD 61793

For complete "Music of the World" and Classical Listings write:
MONITOR RECORDS
10 Fiske Place, Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

with the
OSIPOV
BALALAIKA
ORCHESTRA
1. SNOW FLURRIES (Russian Folk Song)
Solo: Sergei Lemeshev

2. THE VILLAGE ON THE ROAD (Russian Folk Song)
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov

3. I WALK ALONE DOWN THE ROAD
(Music by E. Shashina; text by M. Lermontov)
Solo: S. Lemeshev

4. RENDEZVOUS
(Music by Peter Bulakhov; text by N. Grekov)
Orchestra conducted by Victor Knushevitsky /
Guitar solo: A. Ivanov-Kramskoy
Solo: Ivan Kozlovsky

5. STORY OF THE COACHMAN (Russian Folk Song)
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov

6. SONG OF THE POOR MAN (Russian Folk Song; text by I. Nikitin)
Solo: S. Lemeshev

7. THE EVENING BELLS (Russian Folk Song arr. by A. Novikov; text by I. Kozlov)
Solo: Nikolai Arkhipov
Dumka Chorus conducted by A. Soroka

8. GRAY DAWN (Music by V. Abaz; text by I. Turgenev)
Solo: Artur Eisen

9. AT THE GATE (Russian Folk Song)
Solo: S. Lemeshev

10. TROIKA
(Music by Peter Bulakhov; text by P. Vyazemsky)
Solo: Artur Eisen

11. EXPECTATION (Russian Folk Song; arr. by Alexander Varlamov; text by S. Stromilov)
Solo: Ivan Kozlovsky
Guitar: Alexander Ivanov-Kramskoy

12. ALONG THE PETERSKAYA ROAD (Russian Folk Song)
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov

13. DUNYA THE WEAVER (Russian Folk Song)
Solo: Sergei Lemeshev

14. THE CHERRY-COLORED SHAWL
(Old Russian Song arr. by Yakov Rassin)
Instrumental Sextet conducted by Anatoli Shalayev
Solo: Claudia Shulzenko

15. OH, NASTASYA (Russian Folk Song)
Solo: Sergei Lemeshev

16. DANUBE, MY DANUBE (Russian Folk Song)
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov

17. THE LITTLE SNOWBALL TREE (Russian Folk Song)
Soviet Army Chorus & Band conducted by Boris Alexandrov
Solo: Ivan Kozlovsky

18. IN THE VALLEY (Russian Folk Song)
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov

19. THE LITTLE BELL
(Music by Alexander Guriliev; text by I. Makarov)
Solo: Artur Eisen

THE OSIPOV BALALAIKA ORCHESTRA conducted by Victor Smirnov: Nos. 1, 3, 6, 9, 13
THE OSIPOV BALALAIKA ORCHESTRA conducted by Dmitri Osipov: Nos. 5, 12, 16, 18
THE RADIO ORCHESTRA OF FOLK INSTRUMENTS conducted by Dimitri Beloborodov:
Nos. 10, 19 / conducted by Victor Smirnov: Nos. 2, 15 / conducted by Gregori Stolyarov: No. 8
SONGS OF OLD RUSSIA
featuring Sergei Lemeshev, Ivan Skobtsov, Ivan Kozlovsky
and Artur Eisen
with the Osipov Balalaika Orchestra

1. SNOW FLURRIES ......................................................... 2:53
   V dol Po Ulitsa Metilitsa
2. THE VILLAGE ON THE ROAD ....................................... 4:45
   Vot Na Puti Selo Bol'shoe
3. I WALK ALONE DOWN THE ROAD .................................. 4:57
   Vykhozhu Odin Ya Na Dorugu
4. RENDEZVOUS .......................................................... 5:44
   Svidaniye
5. STORY OF THE COACHMAN .......................................... 6:34
   Razkaz Yamshchika
6. SONG OF THE POOR MAN ............................................ 1:59
   Pesnye Bobilya
7. THE EVENING BELLS .................................................. 5:04
   Vechernii Zvon
8. GRAY DAWN ........................................................... 4:32
   Utro Tumanoye, Utro Sedoye
9. AT THE GATE ........................................................... 1:50
   U Vorot, Vorot
10. TROIKA ............................................................... 2:56
    V dol Po Peterlskoj
11. EXPECTATION .......................................................... 3:24
    Ozhidaniye: Zachem Sidish Do Polunochi
12. ALONG THE PETERSKAYA ROAD ................................... 2:37
    V dol' Po Peterlskoi
13. DUNYA THE WEAVER ................................................... 1:49
    Dunya-Tonkopryakha
14. THE CHERRY-COLORED SHawl .................................... 3:01
    Vishnyovaya Shal
15. OH, NASTASYA ....................................................... 2:43
16. DANUBE, MY DANUBE ................................................ 1:52
    Ekh, Dunai Moy Dunai
17. THE LITTLE SNOWBALL TREE ..................................... 4:20
    Oi, Da Ti Kalinushka
18. IN THE VALLEY ........................................................ 7:59
    Sredi Doliny Rovnye
19. THE LITTLE BELL ..................................................... 3:36
    Kolokolchik

See Booklet for Details on Performers
Total Playing Time: 73:22
Printed in U.S.A.
SONGS OF OLD RUSSIA

featuring vocals by
Ivan Kozlovsky / Sergei Lemeshev / Artur Eisen / Ivan Skobtsov
with the Osipov Balalaika Orchestra

See Tray Card & Booklet for details on Songs & Performers

Total Playing Time: 73:22

Made in U.S.A.